
In a rematch of the 2017 NFC Championship, the outcome was very different than last season. 

The Vikings came to Lincoln Financial Field and handled their business securing their 2nd win of 

the season with a 23-21 victory over the struggling Philadelphia Eagles. This heartbreaking loss 

comes at a time where the Eagles desperately needed a notch in the in column. This game was 

very disappointing, and the Vikings unleashed their offensive weapons on a weakened Eagles 

secondary and secured a major road victory. Without further ado, let’s jump into the main points 

from this game and look at next week’s divisional matchup with the Giants: 

 

1. Kirk Cousins is worth his money: Cousins proves again and again he is the QB worth 

84 million dollars. He sliced and diced the “elite” Eagles defense to the tune of 30/37 

passing for 301 yards and a touchdown. Cousins had his way with the Eagles defense and 

was able to force his way down the field. He threw to 8 different receivers and seemed to 

float the ball down the field with ease. He finished with an impressive rating 109.6 and 

helped Minnesota clinch a crucial road victory.  

 

2. Run game lacks substance: Both teams did not run the ball extremely well and forced 

both teams to become very pass dominant. The Vikings had 77 yards on the ground and 

Murray lead the way with 11 carries for 42 yards. The Eagles were only slightly better 

rushing for 81 yards; leading the way was Ajayi carrying the ball for 29 yards on 8 

carries. The Eagles run game looked good in certain spurts, as there were certain longer 

gains that broke up the pass flow, but the run games overall looked stagnant. The Vikings 

have been suffering for weeks now with the injury to Cook, but if Cousins plays well, 

they don’t seem too out of place without it. The Eagles need their run game to help their 

struggling pass game. The Eagles haven’t been able to get generate consistency on 

offense this season and a big key has been this hole. 

 

3. Carson isn’t the same… yet: Wentz is playing well, but it’s just not getting the job 

done. I don’t think it is his fault, nor is the blame. He finished the day 24/35 for 311 yards 

and 2 touchdowns. He played well, but the offense is sputtering. Wentz, if given proper 

protection, is seeming to have trouble finding an open receiver, but there are reasons 

why. The WR just aren’t at the levels they were last season. Jeffery is still building up to 

the level he was at last year, as he’s just coming off injury, and Agholor just isn’t having 

big production numbers. Matthews is having almost no impact, and instead the offense 

seems to be entirely Ertz. He had a great day catching 10 passes for 110 yards and his 

first touchdown of the year. Wentz and Ertz have great chemistry, but as well as they 

played, they can’t possibly carry the entire the load of this team. Again, I’m saying 

Carson isn’t able to do as much, however I’m not blaming him in any way, I’m just 

noting why he is unable to have added success. 

 

4. Team stats: The Eagles were able to almost able to even out time of possession (Vikings 

had more 32:47 to 27:13), however early in the game, the Eagles were badly been in this 

category. The Eagles weren’t able to execute their offense early; thus, they had the ball 



less and were forced to play a lot of catch up in the second half. The Eagles actually had 

more first downs than the Vikings (21 to 19) and they had more drives (11 to 10), they 

just ultimately unable to put more points on the board. The Eagles were again hindered 

by penalties accumulating 52 yards on 8 penalties. The penalties today didn’t negate as 

big of plays as in weeks past, but thery are still a major problem the Eagles need to fix.  

 

5. Turnovers…. Turnovers everywhere: Ajayi had a costly fumble in the red zone which 

negated a probable Eagles touchdown, which would have drastically changed the 

landscape of the game. Wentz was stripped during a throw and the ball landed in the 

hands of a happy Vikings player (Joseph), who was more than willing to waltz into the 

endzone. These 2 turnovers dramatically changed the pace of the game and how the 

Eagles had to adjust. Both cost the Eagles in a big way and ultimately were the plays that 

had the most impact. 

   

6. Defensive Woes Continue: The defense did not have a great day as a whole. The team 

registered 11 QB hits and only 1 sack. The defense got shredded by Cousins passing 

attack and Mills isn’t the only problem. Mills did not perform up to the level he needed 

to, getting burned again on double moves, but no on played tremendously well on the 

defensive side of the ball. Cousins had his way against the corners and he let it rip plenty. 

The defense needs to start eliminating the pass options for teams because it is clearly 

proving to be their downfall.  

 

7. Fletcher Cox vs. Jalen Mills: Cox and Mills were in a heated confrontation after Mills 

tried talking with Thielen. Cox came to break the two up and shoved Mills towards the 

sideline and Mills was not happy about it. My take is this: I love what Cox did. Mills 

needed a reality check. Mills, who got burned a lot, was getting right up in Thielen’s face, 

the man who was handedly destroying the Eagles secondary. Mills did not have the 

performance tonight that warranted any kind of bragging and a taunting penalty would 

have just added insult to injury. Cox did what he needed to do to snap him out of it. Mills 

can be mad if he wants, but bottom line he got beat and needs to fix his game. 

 

 

8. Pederson’s gutsy play calls: Pederson refuses to be simplistic or predictable in his play 

calling. He continues to push the envelop on 4th downs and they have worked relatively 

well. There series that stands out most in my mind is when Pederson elected to punt 

instead of the field goal try. The 4th and 20 fooled no one- the Vikings never actually 

considered the Eagles were going to go for it. Instead, the Eagles took the penalty and 

punted the ball. While I’m not 100% sure that Elliot would have made the kick, I would 

have honestly rather seen the field goal attempt. It would have at least given the Eagles a 

chance to get some points on the board. I just feel the game would have changed for the 

better, regardless of the outcome of the kick. 

 



9. Dan Bailey’s kicking debacle keeps Eagles close: The Vikings left 6 points on the 

board on Bailey’s misses. These field goals left on the board could have clinched the 

game a lot earlier for the Vikings. The Eagles were 2/2 on the night, but the ex-Cowboy 

Bailey did not have a great night (still not as bad as Crosby). 

 

10. A look at the Giants: The Giants have struggled as well, and I believe this is the perfect 

game for the Eagles. The Giants have not been able to throw the ball down the field well, 

which is ideal for an Eagles team that needs to buff out the scratches on their secondary. 

The Giants will have to pound the rock with Saquon Barkley, which again works for the 

#1 rated run defense. Wentz should be able to work on his connections with his WR’s 

and the run game needs to focus on getting back to their dominance. Overall, the team 

needs to get healthy and fix these cracks now, rather than come playoff time. 
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